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Abstract
Password-based mobile user authentication is vulnerable to
a variety of security threats. Shoulder-surfing is the key to
those security threats. Despite a large body of research on
password security with mobile devices, existing studies
have focused on shaping the security behavior of mobile
users by enhancing the strengths of user passwords or by
establishing secure password composition policies. There is
little understanding of how an attacker actually goes about
observing the password of a target user. This study empirically examines attackers’ behaviors in observing passwordbased mobile user authentication sessions across the three
observation attempts. It collects data through a longitudinal
user study and analyzes the data collected through a system
log. The results reveal several behavioral patterns of attackers. The findings suggest that attackers are strategic in deploying attacks of shoulder-surfing. The findings have implications for enhancing users’ password security and refining organizations’ password composition policies.

1. Introduction
Password remains one of the most common methods for
mobile user authentication [1]. Despite some benefits offered by passwords in terms of usability and deployability,
‘legacy’ passwords receive a poor rating on security [2].
Targeted online password guessing is an underestimated
threat [3], in view of the wealth of personal data ranging
from usernames and passwords to social security numbers
stored on those devices. In particular, shoulder-surfing attacks, if successful, can lead to illegal access to all kinds of
sensitive data and information on a mobile device or system
which can potentially lead to malicious activities.
There are separate bodies of research on user password behaviors, password strength, password cracking/guessing,
and shoulder-surfing attacks. Unlike shoulder-surfing attacks, password cracking/guessing is focused on automated
programs or computer-based solutions [4]. Empirical studies
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on shoulder surfing attacks on password-based authentication remain scarce. Despite a few relatively comprehensive
studies of shoulder surfing susceptibility of password-based
authentication methods (e.g., [5,6]), none has examined the
shoulder-surfing behavior and strategies across multiple
observation attempts. Additionally, one of the studies [6]
considered graph passwords instead of text passwords. We
aim to fill the literature gap by answering the following research question: What are the behavioral patterns of shouldsurfing attacks? Do attackers coordinate their shouldersurfing behaviors over multiple attempts? If so, how?
We answer these research questions by conducting a longitudinal user study where participants were asked to play the
role of imposters who observed password-based authentication sessions. To support the investigation of multiple observation attempts, we simulate observation attacks by preparing pre-recorded video clips of password authentication
sessions and showing each video three times without interruption. This is the first study that examines the temporal
patterns of shoulder-surfing behaviors in observation attacks. The findings can help increase users’ awareness of
security threats to password-based mobile user authentication, guide mobile authentication developers in developing
strategies for combating shoulder-surfing attacks, and enhance the password composition policies of organizations
and websites.

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we first provide background on passwordbased mobile user authentication and shoulder-surfing security models, and finally discuss shoulder-surfing susceptibility
of password-based methods.
2.1. Password-based Authentication

Passwords are one of the most common methods for mobile
user authentication [7]. A password-based authentication
matches a user-entered password against a pre-set secret
password that typically consists of a string of letters, digits,
graphics, and/or symbols [3,4]. Among others, textual
passwords are the most common [10]. Passwords bring
some usability and deployability benefits [2], but they are
vulnerable to various types of attacks (e.g., [11]), where
attackers aim to shoulder surf the target user’s passwords by
leveraging various sources of information such as observations and personal information. Passwords are vulnerable to
security threats, partly because password login attempts can
potentially be observed by shoulder-surfers.

2.2. Shoulder-surfing Security Models

3. Methods

Security models used in shoulder-surfing research can be
classified into four categories based on whether authentication sessions were recorded or not and how many times adversaries can observe the authentication sessions [12]. The
single recording and multiple recording models both present
adversaries with recorded authentication sessions. The difference between the two models is that adversaries are only
given a small number of recorded sessions with the single
recording model, but a large number of recorded authentication sessions with the latter. With the opportunistic observer
and the insider observer models, adversaries observe user
authentication sessions live. However, opportunistic observers can only observe a small number of authentication sessions live, but insider observers can observe victims many
times. It is important to choose the right model based on the
context of attacks [12]. For example, the single recording
model is not suitable for research on shoulder-surfing attacks among family members, who can observe their victims repeatedly [13]. Instead, the insider observer model
will be more suitable. All types of security models would
expose credentials to attackers while increasing the vulnerability of a mobile device.

We first describe the password-based authentication method, and then introduce the details of the user study design.

2.3. Shoulder-surfing Susceptibility of Password-based methods

3.2. Study Design

In case of password-based mobile user authentication, the
goal of shoulder-surfing attacks is to steal a victim’s password. The limited empirical studies on shoulder-surfing
behavior in mobile user authentication have focused on the
comparisons between PIN and pattern lock variations [6],
PIN and ForcePIN [13], or alphanumeric and graphical
passwords [14]. While a previous study investigated the
shoulder-surfing susceptibility of password-based authentication on a variety of smartphone platforms [5], it was focused on the security model of opportunistic observers,
where the participants were allowed to observe each password entering process once only. Similarly, the majority of
shoulder-surfing studies (e.g., [15,16]) only allowed for a
single observation from an adversary in decoding the victim’s authentication credentials except for a couple of studies that considered two observations [13,17]. Empirical evidence has shown that the observer needs to observe a login
attempt more than three times on average in order to reproduce the low-entropy passwords, and the number is even
much higher for high-entropy passwords [18]. More importantly, those studies did not consider the attackers’
change of behaviors over different attempts.
This study aims to fill the literature gap by investigating the
dynamics of shoulder-surfing behaviors across different
observations of password-based mobile user authentication.
To this end, we adopted the opportunistic observer/multiple
recording model in this study.

3.1. Password Method

QWERTY remains the de facto keyboard for mobile users
to enter their passwords. Since our user study was conducted in the United States, we adopted the conventional
QWERTY-based textual passwords as the authentication
method. To enter a password, the user needs to press each
key corresponding to each character in a password one by
one. A login attempt succeeds if an entered password exactly matches the actual password. We developed a prototype
to support mobile user authentication using QWERTY,
which logs the user’s keystroke activities with timestamps.

Figure 1. A screenshot of the shoulder-surfing setting

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of the authors’ home institute. The participants were first
introduced to the objectives and procedure of the study in a
designated lab. After signing the consent form, the participants received training on password authentication methods
using QWERTY and another keyboard. To make sure that
the participants were familiar with the password authentication methods regardless of their prior experience, the participants were asked to go through a two-week-long daily practice with both password authentication methods by entering
a new set of 20 passwords. Finally, the participants were
asked to take a test in the lab by entering a new set of 40
passwords. Only those participants who were able to keep
up with the daily practice and achieved a sufficient level of
accuracy (75% or higher) in the last lab-based test were eligible for participation in the shoulder-surfing study. The
accuracy was defined as the percentage of the characters in
the passwords that were entered correctly.
The shoulder-surfing session was conducted in a lab, where
the participants were asked to play the role of an attacker.
The attacker’s task was to identify passwords based on their
observations of mobile user authentication attempts. To
simulate the opportunistic observer model, we pre-recorded
videos of password-based sessions of an expert user. The
use of an expert user followed previous shoulder-surfing
studies [6, 19], which not only allowed us to manipulate the
password entry performance to match the level of an average user but also helped to minimize the effects of confounding factors introduced by using participants. We de-

veloped a web-based experiment system to support the experiment. The system allowed the participants to watch the
videos and enter and/or correct their passwords. Participants’ video watching and password-entering behaviors
(e.g., letter and deletion operation) were recorded in a server
log. The participants did not receive any feedback on the
accuracy of their entered passwords throughout the experiment. The password length was set to be 8-character long
and did not exist in dictionaries (e.g., “mkxcrdqu”) to
achieve a balance between security and complexity.
The participants received training with the experiment system and practiced shoulder-surfing attacks with sample video clips of password authentication sessions similar to those
used in the formal study before proceeding with the formal
tasks. The participants were also informed that they would
be observing each of the authentication sessions three times
in a row, and making one password entering attempt after
each observation, and the password length is 8-character
long. The shoulder-surfing attacks in the formal tasks were
performed under a variety of settings. In this paper, we focused on the setting where the participants observed the
QWERTY-based password authentication method from a
near distance when the authentication was performed using
the thumb of the same hand that holds the device.
It is common to use student participants in mobile user authentication studies [20,21], we recruited participants via a
university mailing list. Among the 17 participants who had
participated, 13 were successfully completed all experiment
tasks and each of them received a $45 gift card. All the participants were English speakers and had experience with
interacting with mobile devices in the past three months.
Among the participants, nine were aged from 19 to 24 years
and four from 25 to 36 years, and five were male and eight
were female.
3.3. Variables and Measurements

Given the novelty of the research problem, we introduce the
following variables to measure attackers’ shoulder-surfing
behavior.
•

Guessed password length is defined as the number
of characters included in each password guess,
• Specificity is defined as the percentage of correctly
identified characters in a password guess, and
• Sensitivity is defined as the percentage of characters in the actual passwords that are guessed correctly.
The following three measures were introduced specifically
to understand attackers’ possible coordination behavior
across multiple observation attempts.
•

Levenshtein Distance measures the discrepancy between two strings of characters [22], which is defined as the minimum number of single-character
edits to transform a password guess into another.

•
•

Modification is defined as the percentage of the
participants who revise a password guess based on
the previous password guess(es).
Deletion refers to the number of deletion operations performed in each password observation attempt.

4. Results
The descriptive statistics of shoulder-surfing behavior and
across-attempt coordination behavior are reported in Table
1. Since modification and Levenshtein Distance are measured among attempts, we report them separately in Table 2.
We test the effect of multiple observation attempts on
shoulder-surfing behavior and performance, we performed
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA by using attempt as
the independent variable, and each of the shoulder-surfing
and coordination behavior as the dependent variable separately. For the Levenshtein Distance, we analyzed the effect
of the attempt using a paired-sample t-test.
The analyses of specificity did not yield a significant main
effect (p>.1). However, the result shows that specificity
gradually increases as the number of observations increases.
In addition, four out of the thirteen participants could observe the actual password correctly within the three attempts. Among them, three participants made a correct
guess in the first attempt and one participant made it in the
second attempt. For those who achieve success in the first
attempt, only one participant kept their correct guess in the
sequential two observations and the other two participants
revised their guesses to incorrect ones in the second and
third attempts respectively. There was no change found for
the participant who made a correct guess in the second attempt.
Given the significant main effect for sensitivity (p<.05), we
followed up with post-hoc multiple comparisons. The results are reported in Table 3. The result shows that there was
a significant difference in sensitivity between the first two
attempts (p<.05) and between the first and the third attempts
(p<.001), but the difference between the last two attempts
was not significant (p>.1).
In addition, the analyses yielded a significant main effect for
guessed password length (p<.01). The results of post-hoc
multiple comparisons reveal that the guess length increased
from the first to the third attempt (p<0.01) and from the first
to the second attempt (p<0.05), and the increase in the
guessed length from the second to the third attempt was
marginally significant (p<0.1).
Further, the analysis results on Levenshtein Distance yields
a marginally significant effect of attempt (p<.1). Specifically, the distance between the first two attempts is greater than
that between the last two attempts. A comparison of modification between attempts shows that modification increases
with the number of attempts, however, the analysis results

on deletion do not reveal a significant effect of attempt
(p>.1).
Table 1: Descriptive statistics (mean (std)) for shouldersurfing behavior
Variables

Attempt 1

Attempt 2

Attempt 3

Specificity

0.732 (0.182)

0.788 (0.184)

0.812 (0.171)

Sensitivity

0.538 (0.194)

0.712 (0.194)

0.817 (0.141)

Guessed password length

5.923 (2.019)

7.308 (1.312)

8.154 (0.689)

Deletion

0.077 (0.277)

1.462 (1.898)

1.538 (2.727)

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics (mean (std)) of shoulder-surfing
coordination behavior
Variables

1 to 2

2 to 3

Levenshtein Distance

3.154 (1.214)

1.923 (1.801)

Modification*

76.9%

92.3%

Note: *: Binary variable is reported with the percentage.

Table 3: Post-hoc Multiple Comparison Results
Variables
Sensitivity

Guessed password length

1 Vs. 2

2. Vs. 3

1 Vs. 3

p=0.032

p =.124

p =.0003

(0.173)

(0.106)

(0.278)

p =.049

p =.051

p =.001

(1.385)

(0.846)

(2.231)

Note: p-values are reported, and mean differences are in parenthesis.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Although the security vulnerability of password-based mobile user authentication has received widespread attention,
there are few research studies of attackers’ shoulder-surfing
on mobile devices. In this study, we empirically investigate
the attackers’ behaviors displayed in shoulder-surfing while
targeting mobile user authentication. Based on an analysis
of server log files, we were able to identify several behavioral patterns of shoulder-surfers across multiple attempts.
First, the sensitivity of password guesses improves and the
length of password guesses increases over time. These findings are also in line with the cognitive load theory that humans have limited working memory for processing information. The capacity of short-term memory is estimated to
be in the order of four items [23], which is much less than
the length of passwords used in our experiments. Studies
have shown that repetition is one of the most powerful influencers on memory [24]. The effect of repetition on
memory judgments is particularly pronounced [24].
Second, there was a greater amount of modification between
the first and the second attempts than between the last two

attempts based on the Levenshtein Distance. Similarly, there
was a greater amount of changes in the guessed password
length between the first two attempts than between the last
two attempts. These observations further underline the importance of repetition for shoulder-surfing. Even one additional attempt could make a significant difference in the
shoulder-surfing outcomes.
Third, while being provided with the option of modifying
their previous guesses, a few participants still chose to redo
the entire observation in subsequent attempts. One explanation is that the attacker participants had to make significant
modifications to their previous guesses, and it might be
more efficient to start from scratch than making incremental
changes.
The above findings on the temporal patterns of shouldersurfing behaviors suggest that attackers are strategic in observing user passwords.
This research has some limitations that could invite future
research. First, it is not uncommon to use a small sample
size in controlled lab experiments for mobile user authentication studies [25,26]. This research could benefit from a
larger sample of a diversified population. Second, the attacker participants were informed that they had the opportunity to make three observations at the beginning of the
study. The findings on behavioral patterns and strategies of
shoulder-surfing may not generalize to other types of settings. Third, the password length was set to eight. In reality,
the length of user passwords varies significantly. Thus, it
would be fruitful to replicate this study with varying the
length of passwords to gain an understanding of the possible
influence of password length on shoulder-surfing behaviors.
Fourth, we used video recordings of password-based mobile
user authentication sessions as stimuli in the user study. In
addition to the observation-based attacks, the attackers
could also launch recorded attacks. It is a worthy effort to
study the behavioral patterns of recorded attacks separately.
Our research paves the way for future research in this area.
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